


Seven Seas
A Certain Scientific Accelerator, vol. 2
Story by Kazuma Kamachi
Art by Yamaji Arata
                                                                                                                   

The most popular villain from A Certain Scientific Railgun turns anti-
hero in his own manga series

A Certain Scientific Accelerator is an all-new manga series spun 
off directly from the pages of New York Times bestseller A Certain 
Scientific Railgun. Series author Kazuma Kamachi deepens the world 
of Academy City as portrayed in A Certain Scientific Railgun and a 
Certain Magical Index, giving the spotlight to the sinister Accelerator 
in this highly-anticipated spin-off.

A Certain Scientific Accelerator is an ongoing series that features 
color inserts in each volume.

The “Certain” franchise began with the long-running light novel 
series A Certain Magical Index, which was adapted into both a 
manga and an anime series. Its spin-off, A Certain Scientific Railgun, 
became a breakout hit. 

Welcome to a world where mysticism and science collide, and 
supernatural powers are derived from either science or religion. 

At the heart of this world is Academy City, an advanced metropolis 
whose population is comprised mostly of students. The majority of 
students are enrolled in the city’s “Power Curriculum Program,” 
where they must learn to master their latent psychic powers.
                
Kazuma Kamachi is a Japanese writer of light novels and manga. He 
is best known for A Certain Magical Index and A Certain Scientific 
Railgun.

Yamaji Arata is a Japanese manga artist best known for A Certain 
Scientific Accelerator. 
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Seven Seas
Merman in My Tub, vol. 2
Story and art by Itokichi
                                                                                                                   

For fans of Monster Musume comes an all new take on the monster 
genre

Merman in My Tub is an uproarious supernatural comedy manga 
that turns the popular “monster girl” genre on its head by focusing 
on monster boys. Fans of Monster Musume and A Centaur’s Life are 
sure to enjoy the odd couple relationship between a young man 
and a merman who has invaded his bathtub.

Merman in My Tub is an ongoing manga series that has received an 
anime adaptation which aired in Japan in 2014, and is available in 
English on Crunchyroll. 

Each volume of Merman in My Tub contains color inserts and 
features eye-catching character designs and artwork.

What happens when an intruder from the sea stakes claim 
to your bathtub? A cool yet demure teenage boy named 

Tatsumi must learn to live with the self-obsessed and playful merman, 
Wakasa, in a small Tokyo apartment. These two dissimilar young men 
will learn what it takes to deal with one another in their everyday 
lives. Who knows, maybe something beyond friendship will unfold 
between them? Stranger things have happened. Or have they?

Itokichi is a Japanese artist best known for Merman in My Tub. 
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Seven Seas
Senran Kagura: Skirting Shadows, vol. 3
Story by Kenichirou Takaki
Art by Amami Takatsume
                                                                                                                   

The raunchy video game sensation about buxom ninja girls is now a 
manga!

Senran Kagura: Skirting Shadows is a manga series based on the 
Senran Kagura video game franchise about a high school that 
secretly trains voluptuous girls to be ninja. To date, three Senran 
Kagura games have been released in Japan, and the series was 
adapted into an anime which has been licensed by FUNimation in 
North America. 

Senran Kagura: Skirting Shadows features an action-packed story 
line where scantily-clad ninja girls duke it out while struggling to rid 
the world of injustice. Each volume in the ongoing manga series is 
playfully illustrated with a heavy dose of fan service and includes a 
color insert.

Hanzo Academy: a secret high school established by the 
Japanese government to educate the newest generation of 

ninja girls. The spunky second year student, Asuka, along with her 
friends, the perverted Katsuragi, the childish Hibari, the mature 
Ikaruga, and the deadly Yagyu, must each undergo rigorous training 
in their daily school life. But do they have what it takes to become 
full-fledged ninja? Only their bodacious skills and prodigious talents 
can keep them alive while they struggle against ninja rivals who seek 
to destroy them at every turn.

Kenichirou Takaki is a Japanese game designer who works for 
Marvelous AQL, the developer of the Senran Kagura video game 
franchise.

Amami Takatsume is a Japanese manga artist who is best known for 
Senran Kagura: Skirting Shadows. 
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Seven Seas
Alice in the Country of Diamonds: 
Junk Box Diamonds
Story by QuinRose
Art by Mamenosuke Fujimaru
                                                                                                                   

The newest Alice installment by the fan-favorite artist of Alice in the 
Country of Clover: Cheshire Cat Waltz

Seven Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Diamonds: 
Junk Box Diamonds, a one-shot anthology volume that focuses on 
Alice’s adventures in the Country of Diamonds.

Alice in the Country of Diamonds: Junk Box Diamonds chronicles 
the further adventures of Alice as she goes deeper down the rabbit 
hole. Like the other New York Times bestselling books in the Alice in 
the Country of Clover series, this new volume is an oversized edition 
that features impressive artwork and color pinups. 

Alice is now in the Country of Diamonds, but if anything, her love 
life has become even more complicated. Whether it’s Blood, 

Sidney Black, Jericho Bermuda, Grey, Nightmare, Julius or Ace, each 
paramour has a claim to Alice’s heart. But which will she choose this 
time?

“It may be impossible to beat Lewis Carroll at his own game, but as 
Alice in the Country of Hearts shows, there are still ways to succeed.”  
                                             —ANIME NEWS NETWORK

“Nicely done art and hunky hunks make Alice in the Country of 
Hearts eye candy for shoujo manga fans.”              —ABOUT.COM
                              
QuinRose is a Japanese game developer who created the Alice 
franchise of video games, which spun off into novels, manga, and 
an anime feature film.

Mamenosuke Fujimaru is a Japanese manga artist known best 
known for his work on Alice in the Country of Clover: Cheshire Cat 
Waltz.
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Seven Seas
Arpeggio of Blue Steel, vol. 6
Story and art by Ark Performance
                                                                                                                   

The science fiction epic continues

Arpeggio of Blue Steel is a gripping, action-packed manga series 
set in the near-future, where humans must wage an aquatic war of 
survival against a mysterious alien invader. Humanity’s only hope 
is to launch a sentient superweapon: a girl able to transform into a 
deadly submarine.

The Japanese animation studio, Sanzigen, that worked on the 
Attack on Titan anime, recently adapted Arpeggio of Blue Steel into 
a thirteen-episode anime, which debuted on Japanese television in 
Fall 2013.

Each meticulously illustrated volume of the manga Arpeggio of 
Blue Steel contains color inserts and features futuristic and explosive 
submarine battles that are sure to captivate readers.

In the early twenty-first century, the majority of Earth’s landmass is 
submerged due to rising sea levels. Enter the Fleet of Fog, a host 

of sentient alien battleships of unknown origin who easily decimate 
earth’s naval forces. Humanity is now on the verge of extinction. 

In the year 2039, the stalwart Captain Chihaya Gunzou and his 
intrepid crew on the Blue Steel fleet may be humanity’s last chance 
to fight off the alien invaders. The Blue Steel fleet happens to contain 
a secret weapon that could turn the tide of war: a mysterious I-401 
submarine that can transform into a girl. 

Ark Performance is a Japanese author/artist duo responsible for 
Samurai Commando and have contributed to the Trigun: Multiple 
Bullets anthology. 
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Seven Seas
My Monster Secret, vol. 1
Story and Art by Eiji Masuda
                                                                                                                   

Soon to be an anime, a high school rom-com with monsters!

My Monster Secret is a new, ongoing manga series that combines 
both supernatural and extraterrestrial elements in a high school 
romantic comedy setting. For fans of hit series like Monster Musume 
and Haganai: I Don’t Have Many Friends comes a fresh take on 
the high school romantic comedy genre quite unlike anything seen 
before.

Published in Japan by Akita Shoten in the Weekly Shounen 
Champion magazine, My Monster Secret has met with critical 
acclaim, with each new volume ranking highly on Japanese 
bestseller lists. In late 2015, My Monster Secret will receive a television 
anime adaptation. 

Each volume of the manga features a charmingly eccentric art style 
and contains color inserts.

High school student Kuromine Asahi is the kind of guy who literally 
cannot tell a lie. Whether it’s trying to maintain a poker face in a 

simple game of cards or keeping scurrilous gossip to himself, Asahi is 
a total failure when it comes to the art of deception.

So what happens when he stumbles upon the most shocking secret 
of his life? When Asahi learns that Shiragami Youko, a beautiful girl 
of few words, is actually a vampire. Can Asahi possibly keep his lips 
sealed? 

Eiji Masuda is a Japanese manga-ka best known as the creator of 
My Monster Secret.
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Seven Seas
Pandora in the Crimson Shell: 
Ghost Urn, vol. 3
Story by Masamune Shirow
Art by Koshi Rikdo
                                                                                                                   

From the writer of Ghost in the Shell, and the artist of Excel Saga, 
comes a thrilling new series about cybernetic girls

Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn is a fascinating new 
cyberpunk manga series created by two manga legends: Masa-
mune Shirow, the creator of Ghost in the Shell, and Koshi Rikdo, the 
creator of Excel Saga. A hybrid of science fiction, moe characters, 
and over-the-top humor and action, Pandora in the Crimson Shell: 
Ghost Urn is an ongoing manga series crafted by two of the manga 
world’s most-respected masters.

Each volume of Pandora in the Crimson Shell: Ghost Urn contains 
color inserts and dynamic artwork. 

The planet is in a constant state of tumult. As rival countries vie for 
power and resources while racing to create the latest 

technological breakthroughs, robots and cyborgs have become 
commonplace. What hope is left for a jaded humanity in an age of 
advances in cybernetics and artificial intelligence? 

Enter two cyborg girls outfitted with insurmountable combat capa-
bilities. This is their story. From the minds of Ghost in the Shell creator, 
Masamune Shirow, and Excel Saga creator Koshi Rikdo, comes an 
action-packed cyberpunk comedy manga that is unlike anything 
you’ve ever seen.

Masamune Shirow is a Japanese manga author and artist best 
known as the creator of Ghost in the Shell and Appleseed, and has 
done many illustrated artwork collections published by Dark Horse 
Comics.

Koshi Rikdo is a Japanese manga author and artist best known as 
the creator of Excel Saga. 
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Seven Seas
Golden Time, vol. 2
Story by Yuyuko Takemiya
Art by Umechazuke
                                                                                                                   

From the author of New York Times bestselling Toradora! comes an 
all new rom-com manga series

Based on the popular light novel series of the same name, Golden 
Time is a hilarious coming-of-age romance by Yuyuko Takemiya, the 
bestselling author of Toradora!. 

Golden Time has been adapted into an anime, which has been 
licensed and released on home video by Sentai Filmworks. 

Golden Time is an ongoing manga series that includes color inserts in 
each volume.

Life, love, and education! College freshman Tada Banri is looking 
forward to a new lease on life, starting with his ambitious journey 

and entry into a private law school in Tokyo. As luck would have it, 
during the opening ceremony for the freshman class, he happens 
across an unfortunate person from his past.

Her name is Kaga Kouko, a buxom-beauty who slaps Banri’s new 
friend, Mitsuo, across the face with a bouquet of roses. Just who is 
she and what’s her beef with Mitsuo?

Yuyuko Takemiya is the author of Toradora!, Golden Time, and 
Evergreen.

Umechazuke is a Japanese manga artist best known as the artist of 
Golden Time. 
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Seven Seas
The Testament of Sister New Devil, 
vol. 1
Story by Tetsuo Uesu
Art by Kashiwa Miyako
                                                                                                                   

A sexy supernatural action manga for fans of High School DxD

The Testament of Sister New Devil is an all-new, ongoing manga 
series based on a bestselling series of light novels of the same name. 
Combining action and comedy with the supernatural genre, The 
Testament of Sister New Devil is a high octane romp about a high 
school boy and his two succubi step-sisters, that will appeal to fans 
of manga series like High School DxD and Dragonar Academy.

The Testament of Sister New Devil has spawned an anime 
adaptation, which has been licensed for home video by 
FUNimation, and will also receive a second animated season in late 
2015. 

When his oddball father suddenly decides to remarry, high 
school student Toujo Basara is about to acquire some very 

peculiar new family members. Enter his new seductive step-sisters, 
Mio and Maria. When Basara discovers that one of his step-sisters is 
a succubus, and his other a recently crowned demon lord, all hell 
breaks loose!

Basara is almost forced into a contract with his demonic sisters 
where he would act as their eternal servant—but something goes 
wrong. Instead, a reverse contract is formed, and Basara becomes 
the master. Between fending off their seductive advances to coping 
with the attacks of rival demon contractors, Basara has a big 
learning curve if he is to survive.

Tetsuo Uesu is best known as the author of The Testament of Sister 
New Devil light novel series.

Kashiwa Miyako is best known as the artist of The Testament of Sister 
New Devil manga adaptation.
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Seven Seas
Orange: The Complete Collection 1
Story and Art by Ichigo Takano
                                                                                                                   

A highly-acclaimed shoujo manga about love and time travel

Orange: The Complete Collection, is a romantic comedy manga 
series by shoujo author and artist Ichigo Takano.  This critically-
lauded manga series will tug at your heartstrings with its central plot 
device about time travel and communication with a future self. 

Seven Seas will release Orange: The Complete Collection in its 
entirety in two separate 384-page omnibus editions. Each omnibus 
collection will contain wrap-around covers, color inserts, and 
captivating shoujo-style artwork. 

Everyone has regrets in life. So who wouldn’t take the chance to 
change the past if given the opportunity? When sixteen-year-old 

Takamiya Naho receives a mysterious letter, claiming to be from her 
twenty-seven-year-old self, her life is suddenly thrown into flux. The 
letter informs her that a new transfer student by the name of Naruse 
Kakeru will be joining her class, and to keep her eye on him. What is 
Naho to make of the letter’s contents and its cryptic warning? 

Ichigo Takano is a Japanese manga-ka who specializes in shoujo 
manga and is best known as the creator of Orange.
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Seven Seas
Magical Girl Apocalypse, vol. 6
Story and art by Kentaro Sato
                                                                                                                   

The zombie survival genre has just met its match!

Magical Girl Apocalypse is an ongoing manga series that is a mash-
up of the magical girl and zombie genres. What happens when 
you mix the lighthearted “magical girl” trope with the sort of gory 
ultraviolence seen in The Walking Dead? The result is Magical Girl 
Apocalypse, a unique dark parody that features striking artwork and 
pulse-pounding storytelling.

High-schooler Kii Kogami is stuck in a rut, loathing the monotonous 
doldrums of his everyday life. If only something exciting were 

to happen, something magical. As fate would have it, Kii is about 
to get his wish, but in a way more terrifying than anything he could 
have imagined.

When a little girl clad in gothic lolita attire appears at school and 
starts to gruesomely bludgeon, dismember, and mutilate all who 
cross her path, while chanting the mantra “Magical Girl” under her 
breath, the school devolves into a state of bloody chaos. 

Just how will Kii escape from this murderous magical girl? To make 
matters worse, the magical girl’s victims reanimate and join her killer 
rampage. Is there no way out of school for hapless Kii Kogami? And 
even if he escapes, what will be left of the world outside? 

Kentaro Sato is best known as the author and artist of Magical Girl 
Apocalypse.
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Seven Seas
Non Non Biyori, vol. 3
Story and art by Atto
                                                                                                                   

The manga series that inspired a hit anime adaptation, for fans of 
Yotsuba&!

Non Non Biyori is a delightfully charming, all-ages manga series 
that follows the miscellaneous adventures of a group of girls in 
the Japanese countryside. Striking a balance between slapstick 
humor and heartfelt nostalgia, Non Non Biyori features artwork that 
beautifully depicts nature as well as adorable characterizations of 
its main characters. This slice-of-life gem is sure to appeal to fans of 
Yotsuba&! and Azumanga Daioh.

The Non Non Biyori anime adaptation was released on home video 
and digital distribution by Sentai Filmworks in early 2015, and will 
receive a second season anime adaptation in Summer 2015. 

Welcome to the countryside village of Asahigaoka, a quaint 
town far-removed from the hustle-and-bustle of the big city. 

You couldn’t imagine a more isolated setting in all of Japan. So 
when Tokyo-raised elementary school student Hotaru Ichijo transfers 
to the tiny Asahigaoka Branch School due to her father’s job, she’s in 
for the culture shock of her life!

Join Hotaru and her new friends, the eccentric Renge and the 
mischevious sisters Natsumi and Komari, as they share daily 
adventures in the idyllic Japanese countryside.

Atto is a Japanese artist best known as the creator of Non Non Biyori.  
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Seven Seas
Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil, 
vol. 2
Story by Yun Kouga
Art by Sunao Minakata
                                                                                                                   

From the bestselling creator of Loveless comes an all-new manga 
series

From the famed creator of Loveless, Yun Kouga, comes her newest 
work: Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil. A completely fresh and 
edgy take on the yuri genre, Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil 
is a tale of love that blossoms on the battlefield, in the midst of a 
dangerous cat-and-mouse game between assassins.

Akuma no Riddle: Riddle Story of Devil has been adapted into a 
hit anime series, which was streamed by FUNimation and will be 
released on home video in 2015.

Each volume contains kinetic artwork brimming with action and 
drama, and includes color inserts.

At Myojo Academy, an elite all-girls boarding school, the Class 
Black is comprised of thirteen students, twelve of whom are 

assassins. Their prey is the thirteenth student, Haru Ichinose, an 
upbeat girl who vows to survive school and graduate unharmed! 
Enter Tokaku Azuma, a cold-blooded killer who transfers from 
another school to kill Haru. 

What should have been a routine hit turns into a far more 
complicated affair as Tokaku is unable to pull the trigger on Haru. As 
Tokaku copes with her strange, budding feelings, will she decide to 
protect Haru’s life from the other assassins or to end it?

Yun Kouga is best known as the creator of Loveless, and is a well-
known doujinshi author and artist.

Sunao Minakata is best known as the artist of Akuma no Riddle: 
Riddle Story of Devil. 
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